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This remarkable first novel from award-winning short fiction
writer Ken Scholes will take readers away to a new world—an
Earth so far in the distant future that our time is not even a
memory; a world where magick is commonplace and great
areas of the planet are impassable wastes. But human nature
hasn't changed through the ages: War and faith and love still
move princes and nations. In Lamentation, the first entry in
the Psalm of Isaak series, an ancient weapon has completely
destroyed the city of Windwir. From many miles away,
Rudolfo, Lord of the Nine Forest Houses, sees the horrifying
column of smoke rising. He knows that war is coming to the
Named Lands. Nearer to the Devastation, a young apprentice
is the only survivor of the city—he sat waiting for his father
outside the walls, and was transformed as he watched
everyone he knew die in an instant. Soon all the Kingdoms of
the Named Lands will be at each others' throats, as alliances
are challenged and hidden plots are uncovered. The Psalms
of Isaak #1 Lamentation #2 Canticle #3 Antiphon #4 Requiem
#5 Hymn At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
C.J. Sansom rewrites history in a thrilling novel that dares to
imagine Britain under the thumb of Nazi Germany. 1952.
Twelve years have passed since Churchill lost to the
appeasers and Britain surrendered to Nazi Germany. The
global economy strains against the weight of the long
German war against Russia still raging in the east. The British
people find themselves under increasingly authoritarian rule -the press, radio, and television tightly controlled, the British
Jews facing ever greater constraints. But Churchill's
Resistance soldiers on. As defiance grows, whispers circulate
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of a secret that could forever alter the balance of the global
struggle. The keeper of that secret? Scientist Frank
Muncaster, who languishes in a Birmingham mental hospital.
Civil Servant David Fitzgerald, a spy for the Resistance and
University friend of Frank's, is given the mission to rescue
Frank and get him out of the country. Hard on his heels is
Gestapo agent Gunther Hoth, a brilliant, implacable hunter of
men, who soon has Frank and David's innocent wife, Sarah,
directly in his sights. C.J. Sansom's literary thriller Winter in
Madrid earned Sansom comparisons to Graham Greene,
Sebastian Faulks, and Ernest Hemingway. Now, in his first
alternative history epic, Sansom doesn't just recreate the past
-- he reinvents it. In a spellbinding tale of suspense,
oppression and poignant love, Dominion dares to explore
how, in moments of crisis, history can turn on the decisions of
a few brave men and women -- the secrets they choose to
keep and the bonds they share.
'The best historical crime novel I will read this year' -- The
Times 'This is right up there with the best of C. J. Sansom
and Andrew Taylor' -- Amanda Craig 'Top-drawer historical
fiction meets compulsive, just-one-more-chapter crime' -- Caz
Frear London, 1782. Desperate for her politician husband to
return home from France, Caroline ‘Caro’ Corsham is
already in a state of anxiety when she finds a well-dressed
woman mortally wounded in the bowers of the Vauxhall
Pleasure Gardens. The Bow Street constables are swift to
act, until they discover that the deceased woman was a
highly paid prostitute, at which point they cease to care
entirely. But Caro has motives of her own for wanting to see
justice done, and so sets out to solve the crime herself.
Enlisting the help of thieftaker Peregrine Child, their inquiry
delves into the hidden corners of Georgian society, a world of
artifice, deception and secret lives. But with many gentlemen
refusing to speak about their dealings with the dead woman,
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and Caro’s own reputation under threat, finding the killer will
be harder, and more treacherous, than she can know . . .
From the pleasure palaces and gin-shops of Covent Garden
to the elegant townhouses of Mayfair, Laura ShepherdRobinson’s Daughters of Night follows Caroline Corsham as
she seeks justice for a murdered woman whom London
society would rather forget . . .
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A TNT ORIGINAL
SERIES • “A first-rate tale of crime and punishment that will
keep readers guessing until the final pages.”—Entertainment
Weekly “Caleb Carr’s rich period thriller takes us back to the
moment in history when the modern idea of the serial killer
became available to us.”—The Detroit News When The
Alienist was first published in 1994, it was a major
phenomenon, spending six months on the New York Times
bestseller list, receiving critical acclaim, and selling millions of
copies. This modern classic continues to be a touchstone of
historical suspense fiction for readers everywhere. The year
is 1896. The city is New York. Newspaper reporter John
Schuyler Moore is summoned by his friend Dr. Laszlo
Kreizler—a psychologist, or “alienist”—to view the horribly
mutilated body of an adolescent boy abandoned on the
unfinished Williamsburg Bridge. From there the two embark
on a revolutionary effort in criminology: creating a
psychological profile of the perpetrator based on the details of
his crimes. Their dangerous quest takes them into the
tortured past and twisted mind of a murderer who will kill
again before their hunt is over. Fast-paced and riveting,
infused with historical detail, The Alienist conjures up Gilded
Age New York, with its tenements and mansions, corrupt
cops and flamboyant gangsters, shining opera houses and
seamy gin mills. It is an age in which questioning society’s
belief that all killers are born, not made, could have
unexpected and fatal consequences. Praise for The Alienist
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“[A] delicious premise . . . Its settings and characterizations
are much more sophisticated than the run-of-the-mill thrillers
that line the shelves in bookstores.”—The Washington Post
Book World “Mesmerizing.”—Detroit Free Press “The method
of the hunt and the disparate team of hunters lift the tale
beyond the level of a good thriller—way beyond. . . . A
remarkable combination of historical novel and psychological
thriller.”—The Buffalo News “Engrossing.”—Newsweek
“Gripping, atmospheric . . . intelligent and entertaining.”—USA
Today “A high-spirited, charged-up and unfailingly smart
thriller.”—Los Angeles Times “Keeps readers turning pages
well past their bedtime.”—San Francisco Chronicle
An anthology of writings on the lesser-known intellectual and
spiritual aspects of Western occult traditions challenges
popular misconceptions while exploring their role in culture,
providing coverage of topics ranging from psychic powers to
secret societies. Original.
“Another winner....Todd again excels at vivid atmosphere and
the effects of war in this specific time and place. Grade: A.”
—Cleveland Plain Dealer “Readers who can’t get enough of
Maisie Dobbs, the intrepid World War I battlefield nurse in
Jacqueline Winspear’s novels…are bound to be caught up in
the adventures of Bess Crawford.” —New York Times Book
Review Charles Todd, author of the resoundingly acclaimed
Ian Rutledge crime novels (“One of the best historical series
being written today” —Washington Post Book World) debuts
an exceptional new protagonist, World War I nurse Bess
Crawford, in A Duty to the Dead. A gripping tale of perilous
obligations and dark family secrets in the shadows of a
nightmarish time of global conflict, A Duty to the Dead is rich
in suspense, surprise, and the impeccable period atmosphere
that has become a Charles Todd trademark.
Dr. Josephson's unique five-step program combines the best
practices from traditional and alternative medicine to bring
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relief to the millions who suffer from respiratory problems.
Recent research shows that many respiratory diseases are
more related than previously thought. Their common,
underlying cause is what Dr. Josephson terms "Chronic
Airway-Digestive Inflammatory Disease" (CAID). His
groundbreaking, proven approach will provide real relief from
sinus disease, allergies, asthma, sinus infections, sinus
headaches, bronchitis, ear infections, snoring, sleep apnea,
GERD, and the acute mold epidemic. Sinus Relief Now will
show how to: Maintain proper sinus care Remove mold and
other irritants from the home, office, and car Follow a sinusfriendly nutrition program Find the right medications and
treatments Experience total-body health
The fourth book in the epic Egyptian series The fourth book in
the epic Egyptian series 'She is omnivorous. No matter age or
appearance, physical frailty or imperfection. It is not their flesh
that feeds her appetites, but their souls. she devours the
young and old, men and women. She leaves only a
desiccated husk.' An unspeakable evil. An impossible gift.
Renowned magus Taita is now over a hundred years old, and
has ascended to a new level of wisdom and understanding
about his world. But he must prepare himself for the greatest
threat Egypt has ever faced: the great plagues and the fair of
the Nile, brought about by the fire witch Eos, an ancient force
of sheer evil. Taita must risk his soul to battle against Eos, or
his homeland and everything he has ever loved will be lost
forever. But there are other reasons for Taita to fight -- since
success could also mean rewards he could never have
thought possible...

The 1st instalment in the wildly popular Matthew
Shardlake mystery series, now available from Vintage
Canada. It is 1537, a time of revolution that sees the
greatest changes in England since 1066. Henry VIII has
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proclaimed himself Supreme Head of the Church. The
country is waking up to savage new laws, rigged trials
and the greatest network of informers it has ever seen.
And under the orders of Thomas Cromwell, a team of
commissioners is sent throughout the country to
investigate the monasteries. There can only be one
outcome: dissolution. But on the Sussex coast, at the
monastery of Scarnsea, events have spiralled out of
control. Cromwell's commissioner, Robin Singleton, has
been found dead, his head severed from his body. His
horrific murder is accompanied by equally sinister acts of
sacrilege. Matthew Shardlake, lawyer and long-time
supporter of Reform, has been sent by Cromwell to
uncover the truth behind the dark happenings at
Scarnsea. But investigation soon forces Shardlake to
question everything that he hears, and everything that he
intrinsically believes...
Fans of Carlos Ruiz Zafón's The Shadow of the Wind
and Sebastian Faulks' Birdsong will fall in love with
Winter in Madrid, the arresting novel from C.J. Sansom.
In September 1940, the Spanish Civil War is over and
Madrid lies in ruins while the Germans continue their
march through Europe. Britain stands alone as General
Franco considers whether to abandon neutrality and
enter the war. Into this uncertain world comes Harry
Brett, a privileged young man who was recently
traumatized by his experience in Dunkirk and is now a
reluctant spy for the British Secret Service. Sent to gain
the confidence of Sandy Forsyth, an old school friend
turned shadowy Madrid businessman, Brett finds himself
involved in a dangerous game and surrounded by
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memories. Meanwhile, Sandy's girlfriend, ex-Red Cross
nurse Barbara Clare, is engaged in a secret mission of
her own. A vivid and haunting depiction of wartime
Spain, Winter in Madrid is an intimate and riveting tale
that offers a remarkable sense of history unfolding, and
reveals the profound impact of impossible choices.
A powerful debut novel of friendship, love, and family set
in the segregated pre-Civil War South. "This is a promise
bridge, and it bridges a promise flowing from your heart
to mine. It can't never be broken...the promise is part of
you now, understand." Thus begins an unlikely friendship
between Hannelore Blessing, a plantation mistress, and
a slave girl named Livie. As the young women are
launched on a harrowing journey of awakening filled with
shared risks and nurtured promises amid whispers of the
Underground Railroad and the rising tension preceding
the Civil War, they discover their ability to trust, love, and
ultimately take action. Aided by Colt, a devoted suitor
hoping to win her heart, Hannah comes to understand
that true friendship means letting go, so that Livie can be
free to find a life and destiny all her own. However, a
vicious slave catcher stalks the two women-and his
unseemly motives and relentless pursuit threaten all that
Hannah holds dear, as well as put her loved ones in
unimaginable danger.
"Asked by an old servant of Queen Catherine Parr to
investigate claims of wrongs committed against a young
ward of the court, Matthew Shardlake embarks on the
most politically dangerous case of his career against a
backdrop of war between England and
France."--NoveList.
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Shardlake goes to war... Summer, 1545. England is at
war. Henry VIII's invasion of France has gone badly
wrong, and a massive French fleet is preparing to sail
across the Channel. As the English fleet gathers at
Portsmouth, the country raises the largest militia army it
has ever seen. The King has debased the currency to
pay for the war, and England is in the grip of soaring
inflation and economic crisis. Meanwhile Matthew
Shardlake is given an intriguing legal case by an old
servant of Queen Catherine Parr. Asked to investigate
claims of "monstrous wrongs" committed against a
young ward of the court, which have already involved
one mysterious death, Shardlake and his assistant,
Barak, journey to Portsmouth. Once arrived, Shardlake
and Barak find themselves in a city preparing to become
a war zone; and Shardlake takes the opportunity to also
investigate the mysterious past of Ellen Fettipace, a
young woman incarcerated in the Bedlam. The emerging
mysteries around the young ward, and the events that
destroyed Ellen's family nineteen years before, involve
Shardlake in reunions with both an old friend and an old
enemy close to the throne. Events will converge on
board one of the King's great warships, primed for battle
in Portsmouth harbour...
From the bestselling author of Winter in Madrid and
Dominion comes a second riveting sixteenth-century
thriller featuring hunchback lawyer Matthew Shardlake In
1540, during the reign of Henry VIII, Shardlake is asked
to help a young girl accused of murder. She refuses to
speak in her defense even when threatened with torture.
But just when the case seems lost, Thomas Cromwell,
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the king’s feared vicar general, offers Shardlake two
more weeks to prove his client’s innocence. In
exchange, Shardlake must find a lost cache of "Dark
Fire," a legendary weapon of mass destruction. What
ensues is a page-turning adventure, filled with period
detail and history. "Atmospheric and engaging"
(Margaret George), this second book in Matthew
Shardlake Tudor Mystery series delves again into the
dark and superstitious world of Cromwell's England
introduced in Dissolution.
‘I want you to remember something, Nat. You’re small
on the outside. But inside you’re as big as everyone
else. You show people that and you won’t go far wrong
in life.’ A compelling story perfect for fans of The Doll
Factory, The Illumination of Ursula Flight and The
Familiars. My name is Nat Davy. Perhaps you’ve heard
of me? There was a time when people up and down the
land knew my name, though they only ever knew half the
story. The year of 1625, it was, when a single shilling
changed my life. That shilling got me taken off to
London, where they hid me in a pie, of all things, so I
could be given as a gift to the new queen of England.
They called me the queen’s dwarf, but I was more than
that. I was her friend, when she had no one else, and
later on, when the people of England turned against their
king, it was me who saved her life. When they turned the
world upside down, I was there, right at the heart of it,
and this is my story. Inspired by a true story, and
spanning two decades that changed England for ever,
The Smallest Man is a heartwarming tale about being
different, but not letting it hold you back. About being
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brave enough to take a chance, even if the odds aren’t
good. And about how, when everything else is falling
apart, true friendship holds people together. Praise for
The Smallest Man: ‘Nat Davy is so charming that I
couldn't bear to put this book down. I loved it’ Louise
Hare ‘A perfect fusion of history and invention… Nat’s
wit and humour make the poignancy of his story all the
more powerful’ Beth Morrey 'What a page-turner! A
timely tale celebrating courage, determination and
friendship' Anita Frank ‘A perfectly formed masterpiece’
C.S. Quinn ‘I loved this book - a fascinating tale of
extraordinary accomplishment, and a story about how
anything is possible and how love has always been a
beacon of hope’ Phillip Schofield 'I found myself rooting
for the Smallest Man in England from the very first page'
Sonia Velton ‘A beautiful, heartwarming tale, weaving
history and fiction intricately and seamlessly… I loved this
book’ Louise Fein ‘This book took me on an epic
journey with a character that will always have a special
place in my heart’ Emma Cooper ‘An engaging,
compelling, thought-provoking story of a life less
ordinary’ Caroline Scott ‘A beguiling and well-written
tale’ Ellen Alpsten ‘I absolutely fell for the book’s
narrator: an ebullient character whose voice and world
view I adored’ Polly Crosby
The Matthew Shardlake Tudor Mystery series continues
with this fourth suspenseful installment by the bestselling
author of Winter in Madrid and DominionIn 1543, while
Tudor England is abuzz with King Henry VIII's wooing of
Lady Catherine Parr, Matthew Shardlake is working to
defend a teenage boy, a religious fanatic being held in
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the infamous Bedlam hospital for the insane. Then, when
an old friend is murdered, Shardlake's search for the
killer leads him back not only to Bedlam but also to
Catherine Parr-and the dark prophecies of the Book of
Revelation. Hailed as a "virtuoso performance" (The
Denver Post) and "historical fiction writing at its best"
(The Tampa Tribune), Revelation is a must-read for fans
of Hilary Mantel, Margaret George, and Philippa
Gregory.
A gifted doctor. A caring detective. A chance to capture a
serial killer, hell-bent on destroying them. Twenty-eight-yearold Jamie Porcellin struggles with the death of a young,
teenage patient too gravely injured to save. When her father
is arrested for murdering her patient, Jamie’s whole world
crumbles around her. As more teenage girls are found dead,
Jamie uncovers old family secrets. Sparks fly when she
meets Angelo Ricci, the new detective investigating the
gruesome murders. As Jamie is targeted by an unknown
stalker resurfaced from her past, a series of events leads her
to the twisted truth which makes her question her own life.
Can Jamie and Angelo stop an organised serial killer from
destroying more lives? Web of Lies is the third romantic
suspense book in the Friends In Crisis Series. If you like fastpaced romantic suspense, sensual love scenes, and scary
villains, you’ll love the latest book in Lucy Appadoo’s pageturning series.
London, summer of 1584: Radical philosopher, ex-monk, and
spy Giordano Bruno suspects he is being followed by an old
enemy. He is shocked to discover that his pursuer is in fact
Sophia Underhill, a young woman with whom he was once in
love. When Bruno learns that Sophia has been accused of
murdering her husband, a prominent magistrate in
Canterbury, he agrees to do anything he can to help clear her
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name. But in the city that was once England's greatest center
of pilgrimage, Bruno begins to uncover unsuspected secrets
that point to the dead man being part of a larger and more
dangerous plot in the making. He must turn his detective's
eye on history--on Saint Thomas Becket, the twelfth-century
archbishop murdered in Canterbury Cathedral, and on the
legend surrounding the disappearance of his body--in order to
solve the crime.
From the bestselling author of Winter in Madrid and Dominion
comes the exciting and elegantly written first novel in the
Matthew Shardlake Tudor Mystery series Dissolution is an
utterly riveting portrayal of Tudor England. The year is 1537,
and the country is divided between those faithful to the
Catholic Church and those loyal to the king and the newly
established Church of England. When a royal commissioner
is brutally murdered in a monastery on the south coast of
England, Thomas Cromwell, Henry VIII’s feared vicar
general, summons fellow reformer Matthew Shardlake to lead
the inquiry. Shardlake and his young protégé uncover
evidence of sexual misconduct, embezzlement, and treason,
and when two other murders are revealed, they must move
quickly to prevent the killer from striking again. A "remarkable
debut" (P. D. James), Dissolution introduces a thrilling
historical series that is not to be missed by fans of Wolf Hall
and Bring Up the Bodies.
The new historical thriller featuring Giordano Bruno - heretic,
philosopher, and spy - which finds Bruno going undercover to
prevent an assassination plot on Queen Elizabeth. England,
1586. A treasonous conspiracy . . . Giordano Bruno, a heretic
turned spy, arrives in England with shocking information for
spymaster Sir Francis Walsingham. A band of Catholic
Englishmen are plotting to kill Queen Elizabeth and spring
Mary Queen of Scots from prison to take the English throne in
her place. A deadly trap . . . Bruno is surprised to find that
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Walsingham is aware of the plot - led by the young, wealthy
noble Anthony Babington - and is allowing it to progress. He
hopes that Mary will put her support in writing - and condemn
herself to a traitor's death. A queen in mortal danger . . .
Bruno is tasked with going undercover to join the
conspirators. Can he stop them before he is exposed? Either
way a queen will die; Bruno must make sure it is the right
one.
Chris d'Lacey's wonderful storytelling takes us on a journey
with familiar characters - in an unfamiliar place. Evil Aunts,
intriguing firebirds and a dangerous universe await in another
action-packed, compelling story.
A bloody murder. An open and shut case? In Oliver
Cromwell's London, nothing is as it seems - Captain Damian
Seeker must battle to find justice, when an innocent man's life
hangs in the balance. 'Challenges CJ Sansom for dominion of
historical crime' Sunday Times 'The best historical crime
novel of the year' Sunday Express London, 1654. Oliver
Cromwell is at the height of his power and has declared
himself Lord Protector. Yet he has many enemies, at home
and abroad. London is a complex web of spies and
merchants, priests and soldiers, exiles and assassins. One of
the web's most fearsome spiders is Damian Seeker, agent of
the Lord Protector. No one knows where Seeker comes from,
who his family is, or even his real name. All that is known of
him for certain is that he is utterly loyal to Cromwell, and that
nothing can be long hidden from him. In the city, coffee
houses are springing up, fashionable places where men may
meet to plot and gossip. Suddenly they are ringing with news
of a murder. John Winter, hero of Cromwell's all-powerful
army, is dead, and the lawyer, Elias Ellingworth, found
standing over the bleeding body, clutching a knife. Yet
despite the damning evidence, Seeker is not convinced of
Ellingworth's guilt. He will stop at nothing to bring the killer to
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justice: and Seeker knows better than any man where to
search.
Amysterious book of prophecies written by a 6th century Irish
monk has puzzled scholars through the ages. Foretelling
wars, plagues and rebellions, the Black Book of Bran is said
to have predicted the Black Death and the Gunpowder Plot.
But is it the result of divine inspiration or the ravings of a
madman? A hidden hoard of Saxon gold. A poisoned priest.
A monk skinned alive in Westminster Abbey. Only one thing
is certain: whoever comes into possession of the cursed book
meets a gruesome and untimely end.
The first book in the No. 1 Times bestselling series ‘This is
terrific stuff’ Daily Telegraph ‘A breathtakingly ambitious
picture of an era’ Financial Times ‘A masterclass in how to
weave a well-researched history into a complex plot’ The
Times

1781. An investigation into a gruesome murder on the
Deptford Docks leads to a dark secret that could change
the very core of British society . . .
Summer, 1643 England is at war with itself. King Charles
I has fled London, his negotiations with Parliament in
tatters. The country is consumed by bloodshed. For
Thomas Hill, a man of letters quietly running a bookshop
in the rural town of Romsey, knowledge of the war is
limited to the rumours that reach the local inn. When a
stranger knocks on his door one night and informs him
that the king's cryptographer has died, everything
changes. Aware of Thomas's background as a
mathematician and his expertise in codes and ciphers,
the king has summoned him to his court in Oxford. On
arrival, Thomas soon discovers that nothing at court is
straightforward. There is evidence of a traitor in their
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midst. Brutal murder follows brutal murder. And when a
vital message encrypted with a notoriously unbreakable
code is intercepted, he must decipher it to reveal the
king's betrayer and prevent the violent death that failure
will surely bring.
"I did not, I wish to state, become a journalist because
there was no other ‘profession' that would have me. I
became a journalist because I did not want to rely on
newspapers for information." Love, Poverty and War:
Journeys and Essays showcases America's leading
polemicist's rejection of consensus and cliché, whether
he's reporting from abroad in Indonesia, Kurdistan, Iraq,
North Korea, or Cuba, or when his pen is targeted
mercilessly at the likes of William Clinton, Mother
Theresa ("a fanatic, a fundamentalist and a fraud"), the
Dalai Lama, Noam Chomsky, Mel Gibson and Michael
Bloomberg. Hitchens began the nineties as a "darling of
the left" but has become more of an "unaffiliated radical"
whose targets include those on the "left," who he
accuses of "fudging" the issue of military intervention in
the Balkans, Afghanistan and Iraq. Yet, as Hitchens
shows in his reportage, cultural and literary criticism, and
opinion essays from the last decade, he has not jumped
ship and joined the right but is faithful to the
internationalist, contrarian and democratic ideals that
have always informed his work.
The third Matthew Shardlake Tudor Mystery by C. J.
Sansom, the bestselling author of Winter in Madrid and
Dominion C. J . Sansom has garnered a wider audience
and increased critical praise with each new novel
published. His first book in the Matthew Shardlake
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series, Dissolution, was selected by P. D. James in The
Wall Street Journal as one of her top five all-time favorite
books. Now in Sovereign, Shardlake faces the most
terrifying threat in the age of Tudor England:
imprisonment int he Tower of London. Shardlake and his
loyal assistant, Jack Barak, find themselves embroiled in
royal intrigue when a plot against King Henry VIII is
uncovered in York and a dangerous conspirator they've
been charged with transporting to London is connected
to the death of a local glazer.
A gripping murder mystery set in 16th-century France, as
Giordano Bruno fights against multiple factions
manipulating the succession of King Henry III. December
1585: King Henry III of France is the last of his line. He
has appointed a Protestant as his successor, which has
caused a three-way war in his country. As a result, the
king is in mortal fear of a coup being orchestrated by the
ultra-conservative Catholic League. Radical philosopher,
ex-monk and spy Giordano Bruno, forced to return to
Paris, is called upon by King Henry to unearth the
motivation behind several mysterious but linked deaths.
Each victim is connected to a larger plot to manipulate
the royal succession; what they knew and who killed
them is a mystery to be solved. Meanwhile, Bruno makes
an uneasy alliance with Charles Paget, a key figure in
the community of English Catholics who tried to
assassinate Queen Elizabeth. When Bruno is implicated
in the death of Leonie, a member of the Queen Mother's
"Flying Squadron," he is forced to call on Paget and his
connections for help—and finds that it comes with a price,
involving an old enemy.
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Sometimes the long arm of grief grabs you by the throat In this novel of loss, courage, and resilience, we
experience Vienna's tumultuous years from Austria's
1934 civil war, through World War II and postwar
occupation, to independence. Three lives intertwine,
bringing these extraordinary events to life. Emma fights
to come to terms with grief and her country's betrayal.
Sophie seeks to reclaim her lost history, and Friedrich
struggles with secrets that will throw all their lives into
turmoil again.
Asked by an old servant of Queen Catherine Parr to
investigate claims of wrongs committed against a young
ward of the court, Matthew Shardlake embarks on the
most politically dangerous case of his career against a
backdrop of war between England and France.
The epic fifth novel in the Matthew Shardlake Tudor
Mystery series by the bestselling author of Winter in
Madrid and Dominion Summer 1545. A massive French
armada is threatening England, and Henry VIII has
plunged the country into economic crisis to finance the
war. Meanwhile, an old servant of Queen Catherine Parr
has asked Matthew Shardlake to investigate claims of
"monstrous" wrongs committed against a young ward of
the court. As the French fleet approaches, Shardlake's
inquiries reunite him with an old friend-and an old enemy
close to the throne. This fast-paced fifth installment in C.
J. Sansom's "richly entertaining and reassuringly
scholarly series" (Marilyn Stasio, The New York Times
Book Review) will enchant fans of Wolf Hall, Bring Up
the Bodies, and The Other Boleyn Girl.
Book 2 in the highly acclaimed Matthew Shardlake
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mystery series, now available from Vintage Canada. It is
1540 and the hottest summer of the 16th century.
Matthew Shardlake, believing himself out of favour with
Thomas Cromwell, is busy trying to maintain his legal
practice and keep a low profile. But his involvement with
a murder case, defending a girl accused of brutally
murdering her young cousin, brings him once again into
contact with the King's chief minister--and a new
assignment... The secret of Greek Fire, the legendary
substance with which the Byzantines destroyed the Arab
navies, has been lost for centuries. Now an official of the
Court of Augmentations has discovered the formula in
the library of a dissolved London monastery. When
Shardlake is sent to recover it, he finds the official and
his alchemist brother brutally murdered--the formula has
disappeared. Now Shardlake must follow the trail of
Greek Fire across Tudor London, while trying at the
same time to prove his young client's innocence. But
very soon he discovers nothing is as it seems...
Defending a young religious zealot who is being held in
the infamous Bedlam hospital for the insane, Matthew
Shardlake investigates a series of murders with
disturbing ties to Lady Catherine Parr, a reform
sympathizer and future wife of Henry VIII. 25,000 first
printing.
HeartstoneA Matthew Shardlake Tudor MysteryPenguin
During the political upheaval of Tudor-era England, the
lawyer Matthew Shardlake must decide where his
loyalties lie in "one of the best ongoing mystery series"
for fans of Hilary Mantel (Christian Science Monitor).
LONGLISTED FOR THE SIR WALTER SCOTT PRIZE
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FOR HISTORICAL FICTION Spring, 1549. Two years
after the death of Henry VIII, England is sliding into
chaos. The nominal king, Edward VI, is eleven years old.
His uncle, Edward Seymour, Lord Hertford, rules as
Edward's regent and Protector. In the kingdom, radical
Protestants are driving the old religion into extinction,
while the Protector's prolonged war with Scotland has
led to hyperinflation and economic collapse. Rebellion is
stirring among the peasantry. Matthew Shardlake has
been working as a lawyer in the service of Henry's
younger daughter, the lady Elizabeth. The gruesome
murder of one of Elizabeth's distant relations, rumored to
be politically murdered, draws Shardlake and his
companion Nicholas to the lady's summer estate, where
a second murder is committed. As the kingdom explodes
into rebellion, Nicholas is imprisoned for his loyalty, and
Shardlake must decide where his loyalties lie -- with his
kingdom, or with his lady?
The eagerly anticipated new Shardlake novel from the
UK #1 bestselling author. Summer, 1546. King Henry VIII
is slowly, painfully dying. His Protestant and Catholic
councillors are engaged in a final and decisive power
struggle; whoever wins will control the government of
Henry's successor, 8-year-old Prince Edward. As
heretics are hunted across London, and the radical
Protestant Anne Askew is burned at the stake, the
Catholic party focus their attack on Henry's 6th wife,
Matthew Shardlake's old mentor, Queen Catherine Parr.
Shardlake, still haunted by events aboard the warship
Mary Rose the year before, is working on the Cotterstoke
Will case, a savage dispute between rival siblings. Then,
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unexpectedly, he is summoned to Whitehall Palace and
asked for help by his old patron, the now beleaguered
and desperate Queen. For Catherine Parr has a secret.
She has written a confessional book, Lamentation of a
Sinner, so radically Protestant that if it came to the King's
attention it could bring both her and her sympathizers
crashing down. But, although the book was kept secret
and hidden inside a locked chest in the Queen's private
chamber, it has--inexplicably--vanished. Only one page
has been found, clutched in the hand of a murdered
London printer. Shardlake's investigations take him on a
trail that begins among the backstreet printshops of
London but leads him and Jack Barak into the dark and
labyrinthine world of the politics of the royal court; a
world he had sworn never to enter again. Loyalty to the
Queen will drive him into a swirl of intrigue inside
Whitehall Palace, where Catholic enemies and
Protestant friends can be equally dangerous, and the
political opportunists, who will follow the wind wherever it
blows, more dangerous than either. The theft of Queen
Catherine's book proves to be connected to the terrible
death of Anne Askew, while his involvement with the
Cotterstoke litigants threatens to bring Shardlake himself
to the stake.
Winner of the CWA Ellis Peters Historical Dagger, Dark
Fire is the second thrilling book in C. J. Sansom's
number one bestselling Shardlake series, perfect for fans
of Hilary Mantel and Philippa Gregory. 'When it comes to
intriguing Tudor-based narratives, Hilary Mantel has a
serious rival' - Sunday Times ‘Sansom has the trick of
writing an enthralling narrative. Like Hilary Mantel, he
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produces densely textured historical novels that absorb
their readers in another time’ - Andrew Taylor, Spectator
England, 1540: Matthew Shardlake, believing himself out
of favour with Thomas Cromwell, is busy trying to
maintain his legal practice and keep a low profile. But his
involvement with a murder case, defending a girl
accused of brutally murdering her young cousin, brings
him once again into contact with the king's chief minister
– and a new assignment . . . The secret of Greek Fire,
the legendary substance with which the Byzantines
destroyed the Arab navies, has been lost for centuries.
Now an official of the Court of Augmentations has
discovered the formula in the library of a dissolved
London monastery. When Shardlake is sent to recover it,
he finds the official and his alchemist brother horribly
murdered – the formula has disappeared. Now
Shardlake must follow the trail of Greek Fire across
Tudor London, while trying at the same time to prove his
young client's innocence. But very soon he discovers
nothing is as it seems . . . An internationally bestselling
phenomenon, this gripping historical series continues
with Sovereign, Revelation, Heartstone, Lamentation and
Tombland.
In 1663 Oxford, a servant girl confesses to a murder. But
four witnesses--a medical student, the son of a traitor, a
cryptographer, and an archivist--each finger a different
culprit...
Heartsone is C. J. Sansom's fifith spellbinding mystery in
C. J. Sansom's number one bestselling Shardlake
series, for fans of Hilary Mantel and Philippa Gregory.
'When it comes to intriguing Tudor-based narratives,
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Hilary Mantel has a serious rival' - Sunday Times
‘Sansom has the trick of writing an enthralling narrative.
Like Hilary Mantel, he produces densely textured
historical novels that absorb their readers in another
time’ - Andrew Taylor, Spectator England, 1545:
England is at war. Henry VIII's invasion of France has
gone badly wrong, and a massive French fleet is
preparing to sail across the Channel. As the English fleet
gathers at Portsmouth, the country raises the largest
militia army it has ever seen. The King has debased the
currency to pay for the war, and England is in the grip of
soaring inflation and economic crisis. Meanwhile
Matthew Shardlake is given an intriguing legal case by
an old servant of Queen Catherine Parr. Asked to
investigate claims of "monstrous wrongs" committed
against a young ward of the court, which have already
involved one mysterious death, Shardlake and his
assistant Barak journey to Portsmouth. Once arrived,
Shardlake and Barak find themselves in a city preparing
to become a war zone; and Shardlake takes the
opportunity to also investigate the mysterious past of
Ellen Fettiplace, a young woman incarcerated in the
Bedlam. The emerging mysteries around the young
ward, and the events that destroyed Ellen's family
nineteen years before, involve Shardlake in reunions
both with an old friend and an old enemy close to the
throne. Events will converge on board one of the King's
great warships, primed for battle in Portsmouth harbour .
. . A bestselling phenomenon, the Shardlake series is
perfect for fans of Hilary Mantel's The Mirror and the
Light. Continue the gripping historical series with
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Lamentation and Tombland.
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